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Parasoft Releases the Most Comprehensive CERT C Solution to 

the Market 

The latest release of Parasoft C/C++test focuses on security and 

functional safety, with full coverage of CERT C rules, support for new 

AUTOSAR C++14 standard, and automated unit testing enhancements 

 

 

MONROVIA (USA) / Berlin, 7 August 2018 – Parasoft, the global leader in 

automated software testing, today announced the latest release of Parasoft 

C/C++test, the unified C and C++ development testing solution for enterprise 

and embedded applications. The new release focuses on helping customers 

with the security of their C code, by bringing the most extensive Software 

Engineering Institute (SEI) CERT C solution to the market, with full static 

analysis coverage of the CERT C Security Coding Standard rules and 

dedicated compliance reporting. The new release also includes support for 

the AUTOSAR C++14 coding standard, a new approach to stubs 

configurations, enhanced unit testing reporting for compliance with safety 

standards, and support for over 20 new compilers and IDEs. To learn more 

about Parasoft C/C++test, please visit: 

http://www.parasoft.com/products/ctest. 

 

The growing number of firmware and IoT edge devices being developed in C 

have extended the chance of releasing code with security vulnerabilities 

more than ever before. Parasoft C/C++test’s new support for CERT C helps 

organizations detect security vulnerabilities in their code and manage the 

process of achieving compliance with the standard. This means the high 

accuracy of the code checkers, low level of false alarms, and sophisticated 

compliance reporting consistent with the CERT C standard, to help minimize 

related costs and overhead. 

“Expanding on Parasoft C/C++test’s sophisticated compliance reporting that 

helps our customers minimize the effort of achieving compliance, in 10.4.0 
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we’ve added support for standards such as AUTOSAR C++ 14, High 

Integrity C++, and SEI CERT C,” said Miroslaw Zielinski, Parasoft C/C++test 

Product Manager. “There is no comparable solution on the market that offers 

the same level of support for achieving compliance with CERT C.” 

 

In addition to CERT C support, the new release of Parasoft C/C++test 

continues to focus on enabling customers to meet requirements imposed by 

functional safety and industry certification standards, with other new 

capabilities including: 

 Support for the AUTOSAR C++14 and High Integrity C++ (HIC++) 

coding standards, enabling users from automotive and other 

industries to check the compliance of their C/C++ code. 

 An enhanced stubbing framework that enables users to quickly 

build logic for stubbed code and easily share/re-use created assets 

for maximum flexibility. This framework adds to Parasoft C/C++test’s 

sophisticated unit testing solution that meets the requirements 

imposed by functional safety standards. 

 Enhanced unit testing reports that document the unit tests 

execution results, including details about the test environment, test 

configuration, and executed test cases, that are typically required 

during code audits for compliance with standards such as IEC 61508, 

ISO 26262 and DO 178B, to prove that system requirements 

implementation is correct. 

 

For more information about the Parasoft C/C++test release, please visit our 

blog.  

 # # #  

About Parasoft 
 Parasoft's software testing solutions support the entire software 
development process, from when the developer writes the first line of code 
all the way through unit and functional testing, to performance and security 
testing, leveraging service virtualization along the way. Parasoft's unique 
analytics platform aggregates data from across all testing practices, 
providing insights up and down the testing pyramid to enable organizations 
to succeed in today's most strategic development initiatives, including 
Agile/DevOps, Continuous Testing, and the complexities of IoT. Parasoft's 
automated software testing innovations fuel software development 
organizations, helping teams reduce the time, cost, and effort of delivering 
high-quality software to the market. 
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